Flowchart illustrating the rules for the award of honours in Law

Has the student completed all requirements of the student’s non-honours program, completing at least one unit in the year in which the student is applying to graduate?

No

Has the student attained a CWA of 71 or above?

No

The student is not (yet) eligible for honours

Yes

Has the student completed LAWS398 and LAWS399 or has the student completed LAW550?

The student has completed LAWS398 and LAWS399

Has the student completed LAWS555, and
in addition to LAWS555, completed a further 21 credit points in LAW, LAWS, or EXLW at 500 level?

The student is not (yet) eligible for honours

Yes

Has the student attained:
1. a CWA of 76 or above, and
2. a credit or above in LAW561 or LAWS561 or LAW564 or LAWS564?

The student qualifies for first class honours

Yes

Has the student completed LAW555 or LAWS555?

The student qualifies for second class honours

No

Has the student completed LAWS355?

No

Has the student attained a CWA of 71 or above?

No

The student is not (yet) eligible for honours

Yes

Has the student completed LAWS398 and LAWS399 or has the student completed LAW550?

The student has completed LAWS398 and LAWS399

Has the student completed LAWS555, and
in addition to LAWS555, completed a further 21 credit points in LAW, LAWS, or EXLW at 500 level?

The student is not (yet) eligible for honours

Yes

Has the student attained:
1. a CWA of 76 or above, and
2. a credit or above in LAW561 or LAWS561 or LAW564 or LAWS564?

The student qualifies for first class honours

No

The student qualifies for second class honours

This flowchart is indicative only and does not replace the Handbook relevant to the student’s year of admission.